You guessed it, Richard Brady!

Richard Brady, 66, came closest to correctly naming all 18 sports captains in our "The Captains Contest" in last month's Voodoo. Because he guessed best, Richard won a $15 gift certificate.

Richard Brady '66
Alumni House
First Prize . . . . $15

Allen Post '66
Baker House
Second Prize . . . . $10

Sal. Malgari '67
Burton House
Third Prize . . . . $5

Here are the answers:
1. John M. Masala — basketball
2. Robert L. Wesson — cross country
3. Savita Bhattacharjee — soccer
4. Paul M. Ruby — tennis
5. Peter D. Kirkwood — fencing
6. Tommy L. Bailey — baseball
7. Michael A. Crane — swimming
8. David E. Arvin — slalom
9. William J. Kosinar — wrestling
10. Christopher Egolf — golf
11. Harold H. Hultgren — wrestling
12. Thomas E. Seddon — fencing
13. William Sammer Brown — indoor track
14. John S. Walthar — rifle
15. Marion L. Wood, Jr. — hockey
16. Marland E. Whittman, Jr. — wrestling
17. Karl S. Lang — fencing
18. Larry W. Schwoerl, Jr. — indoor track

The bargain's in the bag! The Coop is offering the ultimate in leather styling by Stebco at a substantial saving when you bring in a trade-in. Any old bag qualifies as your trade-in, and there's absolutely no restriction as to size, shape or material.

1. Two-in-One
This deluxe attache case with an extra portfolio boasts the durability of Tufide with padded surfaces and protected edges. Other features include the Cushion Grip Handle, select brushed brass hardware, and smart lining. Inside is one pocket, a removable desk partition and a separate functional 4-pocket portfolio. Case size is 18"x12"x5". Available colors are London Tan, Black, and British Brown. Regularly selling for $25.00. It's now just $25.00 with a trade-in.

2. Executive Slim Styling
A beautifully appointed attache case in top grain Sofskin Cowhide or Softone Tufide with concealed stitches, padded top and bottom and quality metal hardware to give years of wear and service. One large pocket and two smaller ones in lid. Size is 17"x12"x4". Colors include black, chestnut, olive green, charcoal, coffee brown. Regularly $34.00, with trade-in $29.00.

3. Deluxe 4-Pocket Case
A distinctively different attache case with 1,000 sq. inches of space inside and a completely removable desk-like partition that doubles as a writing lid. There are four full pockets, plus two divided pockets and a pen and pencil holder. These Tufide cases feature padded top and bottom with protected edges, exclusive Stebco cushion handle, and solid brushed brass hardware in polished brass or nickel finish. Regularly $34.00, with trade-in $29.00.

4. Finest VIP Case
An outstanding case in appearance for the discriminating person. The entire case of Tufide has concealed stitching, handsome plaid lining, padded top and bottom, exclusive cushion handles. Inside are 3 full size expanding pockets and a removable desk-like partition. The outside features solid brass and cast nickel hardware. Generous size is 18"x12"x4". Colors available are charcoal, olive green, and coffee brown. Regularly $25.00, with trade-in $20.00.